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How To Optimize Your
Managerial DecisionMaking During
Disruption

Boomerang Employees:
Why You Should
Welcome Them Back
Boomerang employees (who return after
leaving a company) may already have good
relations with other team members. This
makes their integration to the team and
the company culture much more
convenient and accessible to transition.

Disruption in the workplace can come
from anywhere. Be it a global pandemic,
an office renovation project, or a software
roll-out… here’s how to lead your team
through disruptions.

M

anagers and leadership across the
globe have been dealing with
“unprecedented times” for the last two years. COVID-19
has been a significant disruption in just about every
aspect of our lives. While the pandemic’s disruption has
come on a mega-scale, workplace disruptions are nothing
new for managers or leadership. Now, more than ever,
it’s incredibly important to have the competencies to
navigate managerial decision-making.
At the helm of many of the decision-making opportunities
in a workplace is the CEO. However, that’s not the only
manager who should have relevant skills and
competencies in managing disruptions.
The more trained and engaged managers are in mitigating
disruption, the healthier the workplace.
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3. Digital Transformation is a Matter of
Survival

Important Factors That Must Be
Considered
Hiring and onboarding new employees is significantly
more costly and time-consuming than hiring and reboarding ex-employees for managers/CEOs. Boomerang
employees have competencies in their businesses, its
product, the processes procedures, and work more
efficiently.

How To Identify Pleasing Boomerangs?
Those who left the company on good terms tend to be the
best boomerang employees. Some leave for personal
reasons like family issues or may have been caught up in
the downsizing due to the pandemic.
Others leave to gain knowledge or explore new
opportunities and advance their career. Finally, they
return after acquiring new knowledge and can add
additional value to the business they are rejoining.
Former employees can advance in their profession while
gaining new perspectives. In addition, employers can
benefit from this expansion and new perspectives once
valuable past employee comes back with additional skills
& knowledge.

Be Conscious of Probable Drawbacks
If someone comes back, there is a good reason for their
return.
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3) Recognize if you need External Guidance

Here’s where to start.

Not sure if you have the internal team for optimized
decision-making around your impending disruption?
Consider a consultant or tap into your professional
network to see if anyone else has relevant experience with
a similar disruption. External guidance can bring in a
fresh perspective with less bias than those who are
experiencing the disruption in real-time.

Address Mental Leadership Challenges
During Disruption
● Internalized Cognitive Biases – Where managers
consciously (or unconsciously) apply biases to their
current situation, despite each situation is unique to
previous disruptions.
● Aversion to Change Management – Change is hard.
Embracing and managing a team of employees through
change is even harder. Managers who struggle with
change management competencies will have a
challenging time moving through disruptions.
● Hesitancy to Directly Communicate – Direct
communication with staff, leadership, and stakeholders is
important to maintaining some semblance of normalcy
through a disruption. Lack of, hesitancy, or complete
failure of communication is a great way to lose buy-in
from those that you’ll need it from most during a
disruptive time.
● Failure to Create Contingency Plans – Considering
all avenues of outcomes is important to expertly pivot and
react to disruption in the workplace. Be prepared for
situations beyond the one that you’re dealing with. For
example, plan appropriately if an office renovation will
take longer than initially planned. How will you
accommodate displaced employees whose regular work
schedules have been disrupted?

3 Routes to Better Decision-Making
during Disruptions
1) Focus on Building the Right Decision-Making
Team
Making the right decisions in leadership means having
the correct team and voices included in those decisions.
After a potential (or impending) disruption is identified,
the first step should be to consider which perspectives
should be involved when making the decisions around the
disruption plan.

2) Gather Data and Metrics to Build your Case
Making the right decisions means making informed
decisions. The more information, resources, and research
that you gather around the disruption (and resulting
decision) makes it airtight. If there are rumblings or
questions around the result of the decision-making
process, having the right information to rely on can be a
major lifesaver as a manager.

~ Written for us by our associate Gary Sorrell, Sorrell Associates, LLC. Copyright
protected. All rights reserved.
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Do not interpret their previous absence as indicating that
they're disloyal.
Be certain you know the reason the employee quit
originally. Then, if there were real concerns or issues,
resolve them before bringing them back. Regardless of
how small or insignificant the reason for leaving, if not
addressed, they could be a reason for stress within the
workplace and relationships.
Another issue is the timing. Former employees who
return after a long absence can be unable or unwilling to
adjust to the changes in
business that happened during
their absence. Communication
is key.

How to Motivate Returns
According to Kathryn
Minshew (CEO and cofounder of The Muse, a job
website for career advice), when an employee leaves and
wants to return, you can encourage them to do so by
telling them they're welcome to come back with open
arms. Possibly praise them for things they did well in the
past as you bring them back onboard.
Leadership should develop connections with their
employees, whether former or current.
According to Sharon Steiner Hart (executive coach at
Talking Talent, a coaching firm that helps businesses
build inclusive environments), says, “Establishing
a company culture that promotes belonging is essential.”
She said, “It should be simple for employees to return and
quickly become a vital part again.”
Employees, who are connected and feel their opinions are
valued throughout the company, are more likely to reengage again in the event of an opportunity.
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Boomerang employees are not a new thing. So, it shouldn't come as a surprise
that we're beginning to witness this phenomenon grow at the same rate as
employees who leave, mainly when many of them go to fulfil their own needs.
The excellent benefit of a boomerang employee is that, typically, after they
return, they are more committed to their work than they had been before and
can turn out to be one of your most effective employees.

Conclusion
We hope this article can overview the phenomenon to help you develop your
plan. We believe businesses that can best utilize these growing applicants will
be better positioned to gain a competitive advantage. 
~ Written for us by our associate Gary Sorrell, Sorrell Associates, LLC. Copyright protected. All rights reserved.

Why Digital Transformation is a Matter of
Survival
Digital transformation isn’t about evolving your business and company
culture slowly – it’s about adapting, surviving, and thriving.

D

igital transformation has been the focus of many businesses as we
collectively move through the COVID-19 pandemic and adapt to new
working styles. Most new technological adoptions at the workplace have been
to increase productivity, manage accountability, and a better transition to
effective remote work.

As digital transformation and technology
become more commonplace, absence of a
digital transformation can be a “mass
extinction” event for businesses.
Leadership risks losing in the digital
transformation age if they fail to adapt.

Creativity Corner
Inspirational thoughts to help
you be creative!

“A problem is a chance for you to
do your best” (Duke Ellington)
“If you can dream it, you can do it”
(Walt Disney)
“There is no such thing as a failed
experiment, only those with
unexpected outcomes”
(Buckminister Fuller)
“Imagination is more important
than knowledge” (Albert Einstein)
“You see things and say ‘Why?’
but I see things that never were
and say ‘Why not?’” (George
Bernard Shaw) 

What does digital transformation mean?
Digital transformation may look different for every company. This difference in
appearance is what makes it challenging to create an all-encompassing
definition. Simply put, digital transformation can be defined as the integration
of digital technology into any area of business.
This digital transformation fundamentally affects how businesses operate and
how their goods/services are delivered to customers.
Beyond the implementation of technology, digital integration requires changes
in leadership, organizational structure, and company culture. It impacts the way
that managers and employees ultimately function and complete their jobs. This
results in the need for new processes and procedures spanning the entire
organization.
Interconnectivity between devices and data will ultimately help drive better
analytics. This will also drive mergers and acquisitions as companies begin to
see overlap other than just the goods or services that they provide customers.

Continued on page four – Digital Transformation
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“90% of CEOs believe the
digital economy will impact
their industry, but less than
15% are executing on a
digital strategy.”
~ MIT Sloan and
Capgemini
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Digital Transformation is one of the biggest hurdles (and opportunity) businesses and managers must face in 2023 and beyond.

Top 3 Trends in Digital Transformation for Businesses Today
1) Cybersecurity and Data Governance
As hacking and other digital threats become more common, cybersecurity and proper data governance are top of mind for
businesses of all sizes. Securing data and ensuring that you have the proper checks and balances in place to protect your customers
and employees is critical. Moving into 2023 and beyond, cybersecurity tools are available to smaller businesses will become a
major digital transformation trend. This will become an everyday piece for leadership to consider implementing just like HR and
marketing practices.

2) Cloud Computing
Computing in the cloud is also another trend in digital transformation which allows for greater power with
remote work and efficiency of hardware. Cloud computing costs have also dropped significantly over the last
two years which has made the cost barrier to entry much lower than previously thought. The technology of
cloud computing also offers security and speed that allows for businesses to pivot and adapt at a faster rate.

3) AI and Machine Learning
Artificial intelligence and machine learning are two terms that have been tossed around for the last decade
with minimal weight for the average company. However, as this tech continues to improve every day, it is being implemented in
various areas with different capabilities. Some of the current commercial uses of AI include financial services, healthcare and
medicine, public safety, military, and manufacturing.
As the technology continues to evolve, look to AI and machine learning to become standard in almost every workplace in various
capacities. Consider getting ahead of the curve by researching current uses of these technologies within your organization.

Reasons why Digital Transformation Matters for your Company Culture:
•
•
•

Improve customer experience
Automate business processes internally & externally
Focus employee attention & increase efficiency

•
•
•

Encourage mergers, partnerships, and acquisitions
Gather more data for better decisions & business cases
Major drawbacks not embracing digital transformation

Digital transformation is both an opportunity and a threat for businesses today. Corporate leadership and managers would benefit
from considering how digital transformation and tech are going to impact their business. Anticipate trends and begin research or
implementation early to ensure that your business is maximizing a great opportunity.
~ Written for us by our associate Gary Sorrell, Sorrell Associates, LLC. Copyright protected. All rights reserved.

BancSearch, Inc. has served the financial industry at the middle and upper management levels
since the 1980's. We are a national firm and we have completed searches in thirty-nine states
and Puerto Rico.
Our primary responsibility is to find the best executive talent available. Clients depend on our
professional expertise and specialization to recruit executives who have the creativity, skill, and
savvy to contribute to the growth and profitability of their company.
We believe our team approach is essential to finding top performing candidates. BancSearch
consultants provide an independent objective viewpoint which helps clients define and achieve
their goals for recruitment. By developing an understanding of the clients’ culture, key issues of
the position, as well as immediate and long-term expectations, BancSearch is able to select for
review the most qualified candidates.
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